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Level Up your Dental Expertise!

Dear Friends,
Light Instruments` is proud to invite all dentists to attend the 'Light Instruments' Annual Scientific Conference'
to be held at a historical palace in Fiuggi, Italy.
During the upcoming weeks we will announce all the essential information about the Conference, including a
variety of planned touristic activities and special social events.
Please see below the scheduled journey plan*:
Date

Venue

Wednesday

Grand Hotel Palazzo

October 3rd, 2018

della Fonte, Fiuggi

Activity

Arrival, Check in
20:00 Dinner at Hotel dining room
22:00 Welcome Cocktail
08:00 Gathering

Thursday
October 4th, 2018

Pompeii, Napoli

20:00 Dinner at an exclusive Neapolitan Mansion
Grand Hotel Palazzo

Friday
October 5th, 2018

Full day touristic trip

della Fonte, Fiuggi
* SILVASPA in Fiuggi Terme

Saturday

Castelli Romani, Lago Di

October 6th, 2018

Nemi and Castel Gandolfo

Light Instruments` 2018 Scientific Conference
09:00 - 17:30 Scientific Sessions
& SPA* Experience for companions
20:00 Gala Dinner and Certification Ceremony
08:30 Gathering
Full day touristic trip
Dinner at the hotel
09:00 Check out

Sunday
October 7th, 2018

Rome

10:00 Transportation to Rome zone outlets for
Shopping time, including lunch
15:00 Event end and transportation to airports

The plan is subject to changes
Our package includes:
• 5 days at the famous historical Grand Hotel Palazzo della Fonte, Fiuggi, Italy
• 1 full day of “Laser Dentistry” Scientific Conference and Hands-On sessions
• One day entrance ticket to SILVASPA - Relaxing water spring and SPA Experience in Fiuggi Terme
(recommended for companions during the scientific conference day).
• 3 days of Guided Tours at formidable sites such as Pompeii an ancient roman city, Napoli the third largest
municipality in Italy after Rome and Milan, Lago di Nemi, Castel Gandolfo & Castelli Romani, a volcanic
region of castles inspiring archaeological interest. As well as a shopping excursion to the region's main outlets.

Join us on this exclusive opportunity to experience
the romantic & relaxing scenery of Italy!
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About the Grand Hotel Palazzo della Fonte
Less than an hour away from Rome the Palazzo della Fonte raises in the quietness of a private park, moments
away from Fiuggi’s medieval historic center.
The thermal town of Fiuggi owes its international prominence to the purifying and rebalancing properties of
its water springs but also to the rich cultural heritage and breathtaking natural landscapes.
The Palazzo propose a balanced lifestyle under the sign of wellness and healthy food following the leisurely
pace of nature and pampered by intimate and warm atmosphere of the hotel.
1913-2013. The Palazzo is celebrating a hundred years! At Fiuggi everything is born from water, the source
that since the Middle Ages was known for its ability to "break stones" and that cured the illness of Pope
Boniface VIII and Michelangelo. The birth and development of one of the most famous Italian "villes d'eaux"
is closely linked to the history of the Grand Hotel Palazzo della Fonte.
Majestic, elegant, unique in its liberty style, the hotel was built to be the most elegant and modern in Europe.
After opening in 1913, it became the most fashionable meeting place for the high society as well as a favorite
destination for the European aristocracy. In 1914, the King of Italy Vittorio Emanuele III along with the royal
family chose the Palazzo as a summer residence.
After the First World War and during the 1930s the hotel reached its maximum splendor. In 1936, it was
equipped with the first private swimming pool of Europe and in its sumptuous sitting rooms tables of roulette,
baccarat , and chemin de fer were set up. During this time, the Palazzo consolidated its reputation of true royal
residence, frequented by the high society of the period. Giovanni Giolitti, Pablo Picasso, Luigi Pirandello,
Gabriele D'Annunzio, Guglielmo Marconi, Eleonora Duse, Caruso, Caroll Baker, and Titta Ruffo were among
the most affectionate guests. During the Second World War, the Palazzo served as the hospital of the Red
Cross. Shortly after, the hotel hosted the headquarters of the Allied Powers for the entire period of their
occupation.
Returned to the prestigious clients, between 1946 and 1960, the Palazzo became the summer residence of
the country's ruling class, as well as a haven of relaxation for many health-conscious personalities of the
entertainment world, including Vittorio De Sica, Eduardo De Filippo, Totò, Roberto Rossellini, Ingrid Bergman,
and many others. In the same years, the Palazzo gave birth to legendary career of the world-renowned chef
Luigi Carnacina. In 1988 the international hotel group Forte returned the palace to its ancient splendor, with
a massive renovation that lasted more than two years.
The original Art Nouveau frescoes of the façade, the harmonious elegance of the rooms, and the charming
setting of the pool were restored and today the Palazzo lives its best season.
In 2008, the Palazzo was recognized by the Italian Ministry of Heritage and Culture as a "palace worthy of
protection and conservation as an important example of Italian hotels and spa tourism business as well as the
architecture of the early twentieth century where the Art Nouveau style, in all its environments, gives the
building a unique architectural value."
For more details about the venue please visit: http://www.palazzodellafonte.com
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About Light Instruments
Light Instruments Ltd. is an Israel-based company that has made its name as an innovator in the dental laser
field, continually raising the bar with its advanced high-end technologies. In 2007, Light Instruments introduced
the revolutionary
Laser-in-Handpiece™ technology as part of its flagship LiteTouch™ dental laser, the world’s most versatile
non-fiber Er: YAG laser device for soft and hard tissue dental treatments.
Discover LiteTouch™: LiteTouch™ is the world’s smallest Erbium YAG dental laser for both soft and hard

Er:YAG Laser-in-Handpiece

tissue dental treatments. Its unique Laser-in-Handpiece™ technology houses the entire laser mechanism
within an impressively small chamber (just 12cm long, with a 2.5cm diameter). This innovative solution mimics
the feel of a turbine drill, yet incorporates the laser’s unique benefits: micro surgery, faster healing, minimal
invasive treatments, and higher patient acceptance.
Next-Generation Laser Dentistry: Light Instruments recently launched its newest LiteTouch™ model,
continuing to realize the company’s vision of developing the latest cutting-edge technologies for lasers in
dentistry. In addition to the cutting-edge Er:YAG dental laser with Laser-in-Handpiece technology, the new
model features an intuitive touchscreen for complete control, with various adjustable preset options and
comprehensive status updates. This powerful function, coupled with the LiteTouch™ applicator’s unmatched
maneuverability, enables dental practitioners to perform procedures quickly and easily, with no reduction in
quality. Thanks to this unique utility, new LiteTouch™ users will enjoy a very short learning curve.
Award-Winning Design: Intuitive and appealing, the design of the new LiteTouch™ model impressed the
Red Dot jury, winning the highly-coveted Red Dot Award for 2016. This new model is significantly smaller, with
a compact, lightweight, streamlined design that has a uniquely small footprint, taking up minimal space. It is
also easily portable for maximum convenience. The new LiteTouch™ is available in a variety of attractive
colors with modern lasing illumination, and contributes to a welcoming clinic atmosphere.
Global Success: It may have only a small footprint in the clinic, yet LiteTouch™ stands out around the globe,
becoming an indispensable device in leading clinics on almost every continent. Light Instruments is committed
to support the requirements of its customers worldwide, and this new model is adapted to fulfill those precise
needs. Every Light Instruments customer is assured the very best support thanks to the company’s customer
service division, which establishes a new benchmark for excellence in the dental laser industry.

CHANGING THE WORLD OF DENTISTRY

Light Instruments

2018 Scientific Conference
Limited space - Sign up Today!
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